
The Periodic Table for KS3 - Worksheet 

Activities  

Have a look at this Interactive Periodic Table from the Royal Society of Chemistry. You can 
find out about each element. https://www.rsc.org/periodic-table/video 

How about trying some Element Su Doku https://www.stem.org.uk/rx335z 

 

Questions 

1. On the copy of the periodic table (next page) label the following: 

a. metals and non metals 

b. groups (with numbers) 

c. periods (with numbers) 

d. transition elements 

2. How are elements in the periodic table ordered? 

3. Find two examples where the mass number does not increase. 

4. Name three properties of  a metal? 

5. Name three properties of a non-metal? 

6. What is the name of the Russian Chemist who is credited with discovering the 

modern periodic table? 

7. How did he order the elements? 

8. Why did he leave gaps? 

9. Reactivity decreases going down group 7. Would the reactivity of bromine be higher 

or lower than the reactivity of chlorine? 

10. Melting point increases down group 2. Would the melting point of Calcium be higher 

or lower than the melting point of strontium. 
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The Periodic Table for KS3 - Worksheet (Answers) 

1. On the copy of the periodic table (next page) label the following: 

a. metals and non metals 

b. groups (with numbers) 

c. periods (with numbers) 

d. transition elements 

See video 

2. How are elements in the periodic table ordered? 

In order of increasing atomic number 

3. Find two examples where the mass number does not increase. 

Ar/K Te/I 
4. Name three properties of  a metal? 

Any of the following: Shiny / high density / high melting point / solid / conductor of 

heat / conductor of electricity / sonorous / malleable 

Not magnetic as this is a property of only 3 metal elements 

5. Name three properties of a non-metal? 

not shiny / low density / insulator / weak / brittle 

6. What is the name of the Russian Chemist who is credited with discovering the 

modern periodic table? 

Dmitri Mendeleev  

7. How did he order the elements? 

In order of atomic mass 

8. Why did he leave gaps? 

He left gaps for elements he predicted had not been discovered. 

9. Reactivity decreases going down group 7. Would the reactivity of bromine be higher 

or lower than the reactivity of chlorine? 

Bromine is less reactive than Chlorine 

10. Melting point increases down group 2. Would the melting point of Calcium be higher 

or lower than the melting point of Strontium. 

Calcium has a higher melting point than Strontium 
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